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Amplifiers 
Build a culture worth belonging to for a contribution worth making  

What’s your Deep Work? Let’s do that! 

Are these your challenges? 
• Getting buy in can be a battle 
• Other seem to have way less initiative 
• Feel like you are dragging people along 
• Frustrated you can’t get to the projects that really matter 
• Craving to do the work that really matters 
• Ready for something new 
• Ready to be the leader in significant change 
• You are focused on a change in role, in business, in community 
• You want to be a transformation leader, not just a transactional one 

Here's the scoop: 

OUTCOMES 
• Make measurable, tangible, long-lasting impact. 
• Better change, faster. 
• More people support your change agenda. 

• More meaning, more impact, more reward. 

• Be a leader worth following, in a culture worth belonging to, for a contribution worth making. 

WHO THIS IS FOR 
• Senior executives leading a change in the business 
• Leaders wanting to shift into a bigger role 
• Leaders wanting to make bigger industry, organisational, or community change 

Building great cultures is like creating a garden - it may have weeds, rocks, and some pests. We 
may have to plough the ground. We may need to treat the water and the soil. In any case, culture 
like gardens need regular attention. It’s the easiest and best way to make lasting change that 
matters. 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This what we will focus on: 

We want to create a BOUNDLESS culture by reducing friction and maximising impact. 

A BUSTED culture is full of friction, turmoil, and is generally dysfunctional. The focus is on survival, 
and it may be every man for themselves. Impact is a nice-to-have: people are for more focused on 
looking after themselves at this point. 

A BANDAGED culture may be reeling from a re-structure, a long history of inattention, or perhaps 
a succession of ineffective leaders. It’s functional, but not fabulous. 

A BOUNDLESS culture is where everyone has each other’s back. They show up to work excited to 
be there, thrilled to make contribution, and work actively to improve their role, their team, and the 
organisation as a whole.  

This is where we want to be and need to be if we are to lead successful change. Messages by 
Change leaders get lost if the culture is not near Boundless.  

In this program, with a cohort of like-minded peers, we will focus on building Boundless cultures 
to get your change agenda on the table and fully implemented. 
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This is how we will do it: 

 

We will hone your key change MESSAGES so they land. 

We will craft your change METHOD to ensure maximum uptake. 

As a result we will develop your identity as an AMPLIFIER and harness your purpose as CHANGE 
BROKER. 

From a strategic point of view we will work on your CAMPAIGN FOR INFLUENCE and your PLAN 
FOR LEVERAGE so you can do more of the mission that matters. 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Program Delivery 

Deliverable Details

Quarterly Round Table 
1 day immersion experience  
We will focus on YOU as the leader - who you are, how you think, what 
you do. 
Focus on your MESSAGE and METHOD for your culture change agenda. 
Undertake a mini-masterclass to hone a skill 
Set a 90 day culture change experiment or project

4 x 1 day immersions

Free passes for colleagues or clients to attend the Round Tables with you 4 x 1 day guest passes

Monthly Webcast with experts to hone your leadership and culture skills ✔

Quarterly deep thinking book on culture and change ✔

Value of the Package $13,850

INVESTMENT IN YOU $5000 + GST


